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Thank you for attending tonight’s Lowe Syndrome Trust
charity event at the May Fair Hotel. I have been a Trustee of the
Lowe Syndrome Trust since it was founded just over eight years
ago and proud to be part of such a worthwhile cause.
Lowe Syndrome is a devastating disease that affects thousands
of boys born worldwide with symptoms including cataracts
(either blind or partially sighted), stunted growth, poor muscle
tone, rickets, scoliosis, arthritis (some never walk), kidney
problems, epilepsy and mental impairment. In spite of these
handicaps, the little boys have extremely happy and cheeky
personalities. Sadly few become adults.
The charity is very small but is now regarded as the main fund
raiser in the world for medical research. To date, we have
funded 12 research projects in the UK including Dundee
University, Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital,
University College London, Institute of Ophthalmology,
Imperial College London, Addenbrooke’s Hospital Cambridge
and Manchester University. Projects funded in the USA
include The Institute of California and most recently Purdue
University.
These projects are paving the way to finding better treatments
and eventually a cure - with your help we are one step nearer.
Have a great evening!

Lowe Syndrome Trust Trustee,
Jonathan ross

Landsbanki is very proud to be associated with the Lowe
Syndrome Trust Charity Event and to be supporting the hard
work that goes into raising awareness and funds with the
objective of discovering a better treatment for the disease and
an eventual cure.
Landsbanki is a 121 year old Icelandic bank known for being
one of the largest and most generous sponsors in Iceland. A
key objective of the bank is to give something back to the
community as a responsible corporate institution. As we have
grown internationally, we inevitably wish to carry forward this
tradition forward of supporting worthy causes in our local
markets.
Landsbanki Islands hf. is a leading Icelandic financial
institution, headquartered in Reykjavik. The bank offers a full
range of financial services and is a market leader in all major
segments of the Icelandic financial services sector.
Building on its strong foundation in Iceland, Landsbanki has
successfully extended its services into new markets. Landsbanki
and its subsidiaries have offices in all the major financial centres
of Europe, as well as having representation in North America.
The bank delivers a bespoke corporate finance, commercial
finance, trade finance, leverage finance capability as well as
providing capital markets and fixed income solutions – locally
and on a global basis.
We hope a substantial amount of money is raised from this
charitable event to help fund future Lowe Syndrome projects
and to bring the Trust one step closer to finding a cure for
the children so tragically affected by this currently incurable
disease.
Have a great evening

Baldvin Valt ysson
Head of London Branch

The Lowe Syndrome Trust is a UK Charity formed in June
2000 by parents of Lowe Syndrome children to help raise
funds for medical research in the hope of better treatments
and eventually a cure for this tragic and under-researched
disease. Lowe Syndrome is a genetic disorder that can occur
with no family history, affecting boys with multiple physical
and mental handicaps including cataracts in both eyes, muscle
weakness (hypotomia or floppy baby syndrome), kidney
problems, cysts, brittle bones, arthritis, poor growth, mental
impairment with behaviour problems (autistic spectrum
disorder) and epilepsy. Sadly the life expectancy for these
children is short due to the complications of the disease and
the lack of funding into finding a cure. Three’s A Crowd is
committed to raising awareness and funding for the Lowe
Syndrome children.
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Date
Venue
Programme

Saturday, 10th May 2008
The Crystal Room, The May Fair Hotel
19:00
20:30
22:00
22:05
22:25
22:50
23:00
23:05
23:45
01:00

Champagne reception
Five Michelin Star rated three-course dinner
Welcoming note
Dynamo
Charity auction with Christopher Biggins
Very special surprise guest
Closing note
Bryan Ferry
DJ
Carriages

menu

Three’s a Crowd is proud to announce an exclusive
bespoke menu created by One Hundred One, unique to
the Lowe Syndrome Gala Charity Event 10th May 2008.

Starter

Main

Dessert

Chef Atul Kochhar
Soft-shell crab with kumquat chutney
Karara kekda
Chef Michael Caines
Best-end slow roasted lamb with fondant of potato, tomato fondant
Minted and broad bean onion purée with tapenade jus.
Chef Marcus Wareing
Warm chocolate moelleux with banana caramel jelly and banana ice cream

Welcome to One Hundred One – a truly unique and
exclusive private dining club in the UK. One Hundred
One provides unrivalled access to the culinary talents
of the best chefs in the country, from a host of Michelin
starred talents such as Atul Kochhar, Marcus Wareing
and Shane Osborn to TV personalities including the
Hairy Bikers.
For those seeking the opportunity to enjoy the best in
gourmet cuisine either in an intimate setting at home or
at an organised event, One Hundred One is priceless.
Through the most critically acclaimed chefs in the
industry we provide delicious fresh food, prepared in the
most ground breaking ways.
To engage the services one or a series of our chefs, simply
tell us your requirements and One Hundred One will
organise everything.

Bryan Ferry
Bryan Ferry emerged as if from nowhere in 1972 when he
launched Roxy Music on an unsuspecting but highly receptive
world. The band was the ideal vehicle for his multifarious
talents as a composer, singer and visual artist - the wildly
innovative music was presented via equally original artwork,
costumes and stage shows. Roxy Music crystallised the hippest
style of the 70s, sophistication crossed with street-credibility.
A series of ground breaking albums such as For Your Pleasure
and Siren and hit singles like Love Is The Drug and Jealous Guy
brought the group worldwide success, culminating in the album
Avalon in 1981.
Ferry, starting with These Foolish Things in 1973, has meanwhile
proved himself a masterful interpreter of other composers’
songs with a series of solo albums. Since Roxy Music broke up
in 1982 he has blended the two strands of his career into one,
variously recording pop classics and his own material on the
albums Boys And Girls, Bête Noire, Taxi and Mamouna.
His album of songs from the 1930s, entitled As Time Goes By,
was released to commercial and critical success in 1999 and was
nominated for a Grammy Award. Since his solo release Frantic
in 2002 Bryan has toured with a reformed Roxy Music and
has continued with his own successful UK and international
appearances. Bryan’s latest release the Platinum Collection
album is in stores now.

Tara Palmertomkinson

Christopher
Biggins

Tara Palmer-Tomkinson, the original IT girl, has become
a household name since she first came to the attention of
the media in 1996. After having four memorable years as a
columnist for the Sunday Times and a weekly page in Closer
magazine, she continues to contribute to titles such as GQ,
the Observer, Harpers and Queen, Evening Standard, The
Telegraph, Tatler, instyle, eve and the Times. She has also
enjoyed hosting a live radio show for LBC every Friday.

Christopher Biggins is a well loved television presenter,
pantomime actor and the fifth male winner of I’m a Celebrity...
Get Me Out of Here! 2007.

After taking part and winning last year’s “Comic relief does
Fame Academy”, 2007 proved to be a busy year for Tara as
she is making waves in the world of business with her bespoke
events and online lifestyle agency Three’s A Crowd (www.
threesacrowdevents.com, www.3sacrowd.com) which floated
on the stock market last November.
2007 also saw the publication of her new book ‘The Naughty
Girl’s Guide to Life’, a tongue-and-cheek self help book written
with Sharon Marshall of This Morning and The Sun. On top
of this, she has been chosen to be the Ambassador of luxury
“Karma Resorts” worldwide.
Tara’s television profile is second to none, successfully hosting
prime time shows for ITV1, ITV2, ITV3, Channel 4 and the
BBC, including, ‘Animals do the Funniest Things’, ‘Junior
Eurovision’ and coverage of ‘I’m a Celebrity get me out of here’
with Ant and Dec. Having been runner up five years ago, Tara
went on to host four series of the ‘I’m a Celebrity; get me out
of here now’ ITV2 Show from the Australian outback. In 2005
the series, hosted by Tara and Matt Brown, was nominated for a
prestigious TRIC award.

Biggins is most famous for being a comedy actor, appearing
as the regular character Lukewarm in the popular situation
comedy Porridge starring Ronnie Barker. Other comedy shows
he appeared in include Whatever Happened to the Likely Lads?
(1973) and Some Mothers Do ‘Ave ‘Em (1973 & 1978). He
played Nero in the BBC dramatisation of I, Claudius by Robert
Graves, having been selected for the role partly on the strength
of a television commercial in which he had played a Roman
emperor presiding over the games. He also appeared in the
BBC’s adaptation of Poldark 2.
On children’s television he had a regular role as supermarket
manager Adam Painting in the children’s television programme
Rentaghost (1978-1983) and also played Reverend Whiting in
southern television’s Brendon Chase, produced in 1980.
Biggins appeared in the Big Finish Productions audio drama
The one doctor, based on the television series Doctor Who. His
film roles include The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975). His
theatre roles have included Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat, Herod in Jesus Christ Superstar, and eighteen
months at the London Palladium in the stage adaptation of
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.
He was co-host on Surprise, Surprise and hosted childrens
gameshow On Safari (1982-1985) for TV.

In 2007 Biggins ermerged the winner of ITV’s jungle reality
show I’m a Celebrity...Get Me Out of Here! He then appeared
alongside fellow I’m a Celebrity...Get Me Out of Here!
contestant, Anna Ryder Richardson, on Who Wants to Be a
Millionaire?, where Christopher and Anna shared a £50,000
prize for their chosen charities. Christopher also appeared
on the Big Fat Quiz of the year 2007 with former camp-mate
Cerys Matthews about their time in the jungle.

Marcus
wareing

ATUL KOCHHAR

Born in Lancashire, Marcus Wareing trained at Southport
College where he completed a 3 year City and Guilds catering
course. His restaurant career started at the Savoy when he was
just eighteen and from there he moved to Le Gavroche to work
alongside Albert Roux. Between 1991 and 1993 Marcus was
able to enhance his expertise in classic French cooking in various
hotels and resorts including The Point outside New York, the
Grand Hotel in Amsterdam with Albert Roux and Gravetye
Manor in West Sussex.

Born in Jamshedpur, Eastern India, Atul was trained and
worked under the Oberoi Hotel Group in New Delhi where he
established himself as one of the leading chefs of his generation.

It was in 1993 that Marcus embarked on a career now spanning
almost ten years of working alongside Gordon Ramsay since
taking the position of sous chef at the newly opened Aubergine
which went on to win two Michelin stars within three years
of opening. During this time he was awarded the Restaurant
Association’s Young Chef of the Year. Marcus then went to
work at the two Michelin-starred restaurant Guy Savoy in
Paris. 1996 saw Marcus return to London to open l’Oranger
with Gordon Ramsay. In March 1999 and with the backing of
Gordon, Marcus opened Pétrus at its original site in St James’
and within seven months it had won a Michelin star. 2001 saw
the restaurant named AA Restaurant of the Year 2002 and
rated 2nd place for highest quality of food in Zagat Guide
2002 as well as Hotel and Restaurant Best French Restaurant of
the Year.
2003 was equally successful for Marcus as Pétrus was awarded
the AA’s ultimate accolade of 5 rosettes and Marcus voted
the Cateys Chef of the Year. It was also the year that Marcus
brought the Savoy Grill back to its former glory which has since

His reputation brought him to London in 1994 where he was
appointed head chef at Tamarind Restaurant, also in Mayfair.
By the age of 31, he had become the first Indian chef to be
awarded the coveted Michelin star.
achieved its first Michelin star. This was followed by Pétrus’
move to its new site at the Berkeley Hotel and the launch of
Banquette, the upstairs restaurant over the Savoy Grill, which is
Marcus’ unique take on an American diner.
2004 saw Marcus voted Restaurateur of the Year at the Tatler
Restaurant Awards. Later that year Marcus was involved in
the launch of ‘The Cook’s Book’, writing a foreword and an
individual section for this one-stop cooking reference offering
practical answers to all the questions any home cook could ask.
In 2006 Marcus appeared as a finalist on BBC2’s ‘Great British
Menu’, cooking his custard tart dessert for the Queen’s birthday
celebration.
2007 was another successful year for Marcus. In January Marcus
received his second Michelin star for Pétrus. April saw the
publication of Marcus’ first book ‘How to Cook the Perfect…’
by Dorling Kindersley. Marcus has also recently appeared on
the second series of BBC2’s Great British Menu and popular
weekend cookery programme, Saturday Kitchen.

Benares represents Atul’s most ambitious venture to date, with
a menu that reflects his passion for food from all areas of India
and a setting to rival the most elegant of restaurants in London.
Never complacent with the quality of his work, he returns to
his homeland whenever possible to research new recipes and
ingredients.
Renowned for the vibrancy of his food and the subtlety of
his spice mixes, Atul is scrupulously faithful to the origins of
each recipe. The presentation may be lean towards Modern
European, but the heart of each dish can be traced to individual
households across India.
The acclaimed cookbook Indian Essence, a collection of
strikingly original and beautifully presented recipes, is the
product of one such trip and he is currently working on a
second book on Indian vegetarian food.
His recipes have appeared widely in magazines and newspapers,
and he demonstrates regularly on food shows in the UK and
abroad and in 2006 he appeared as a finalist on BBC 2’s ‘Great
British Menu’, cooking for the queen’s birthday celebration.

Atul has now cemented his position on our screens, having
appeared regularly on Saturday Kitchen, Food Poker, Cooking
the Books, Market Kitchen and the following two series of the
Great British Menu.
He lives in West London with his wife, daughter and newborn son.

Michael caines

dynamo

Michael Caines MBE is considered one of the most brilliant
chefs in the United Kingdom.

DYNAMO is one of the most important creative forces in
magic today. His unique approach combines music, street
culture and jaw dropping close-up illusion in a way never seen
before. It has been this ability to transcend the magic scene that
has made him the most relevant magician of his generation.

He has been cooking at Gidleigh Park since 1994, and he and his
team have held 2 Michelin stars since 1999. At the time, Michael
was the youngest chef to achieve this high accolade. Michael is
from Exeter, and spent formative periods of his career working
with master chefs such as Raymond Blanc, Joël Robuchon and
the late Bernard Loiseau.
At Gidleigh Park, Michael has created a very personal yet classic
style of cuisine that utilises the finest West Country produce
and ingredients to produce innovative and exciting Modern
European cuisine of the highest order.
In 2004, Michael went into partnership with Andrew
Brownsword to found Abode, a fast-growing group of boutique
hotels, all with Michael Caines’ dining establishments. Michael
Caines was awarded an MBE in 2006 for services to the
hospitality industry.

From starring in music videos alongside The Raconteurs
and Kanye West, to having Snoop Dogg rhyme 32 bars about
him and performing for the likes of Coldplay, Prince Charles
and Paris Hilton, it’s been a long journey for Bradford’s
favourite son.
Growing up on the notorious Delph Hill, West Bowling
and Wyke Manor estates, a young Steven Frayne knew he
was destined for greatness. At an early age he was inspired
by the impact of hip hop culture, local break-dancers who
fused many styles to create something unique, and MC’s
who promoted themselves through the use of the mix tape
circuit. Having learnt basic magic techniques from his
Granddad he made a plan to modernise the magic scene by
combining his skills with dance elements and promoting
himself like his rap contemporaries.
Word soon spread about the 19 year old magician with
unbelievable skills and the bookings started to roll in. Local
performances turned into national bookings and eventually saw
him performing across Europe and the U.S. He has performed
for celebrities such as Will Smith, Pharrell Williams, Busta
Rhymes and Prince Charles, realising that his association with
celebrities only added to his appeal.

Main auction

Lot NO. 1
Personal cookery course for 12 with Jean-Christophe Novelli

Lot no. 3
Michelin star private dinner at The May Fair Penthouse

Jean-Christophe Novelli is a Michelin and 5 AA Rosette Award winning French chef, whose
attributes include AA Chef ’s Chef of the Year, European Chef of the Year finalist representing
Great Britain and the prestigious Egon Ronay Desert of the Year. He won Restaurant of the Year
on numerous occasions and many other awards for culinary excellence. His Novelli Academy
Cookery School, where he personally teaches all the courses, is placed one of the top in the world.

Private dinner for eight guests from Michelin star chefs Atul Kochhar, Michael Caines
and Marcus Wareing.

Now, in association with The Lowe Syndrome Trust, you and your friends can spend the day with
the man himself whether you want to learn how to cook or just to discover a little more about the
“The World’s Sexiest Chef ”.

Lot NO. 2
Clive Christian Number 1 Perfume
A unique pair of hand cut Clive Christian crystal bottles fit for a King and a Queen –
each filled with one pure ounce of No.1 perfume which is the world’s most expensive perfume.
No.1 for men is based on ancient Indian sandalwood with rich Arabian zambac absolute.
No.1 for women has a heart of seductive ylang ylang and delicately spiced Tahitian Vanilla.
Each bottle is adorned with a brilliant cut white diamond to symbolize the rare and precious
ingredients in every drop. Only 1000 bottles are released each year and these have been signed
and dedicated by Mr. Clive Christian to ensure they are completely one of a kind in aid of The
Lowe’s Syndrome Trust.

Pick one chef to come and cook for you at The Penthouse of The May Fair. This auction item
also includes three nights’ stay at the spectacular Penthouse of The May Fair (worth 15k alone).

Lot NO. 4
Dinner with Rod Stewart and Penny Lancaster
A once in a lifetime opportunity to sit down and have dinner at a top London restaurant
with Penny Lancaster and Rod Stewart.

Main auction

Lot no. 5
The ultimate lounge from Play.com

lot no. 6
Marque II Membership for two people

Spoil yourself with a dream entertainment package which is worth in excess of 10k.
The package includes:

Enjoy the absolute financial sense of car club Marque II for one year. You and one other lucky
person can gain access to our fleet of high performance marques. There are cars to suit every
occasion whether business, a sporting event or purely unspoilt driving pleasure.

52” Sony Bravia 1080P TV
Home Cinema HD Receiver/Amp
Pioneer 5.1 Home Cinema Speakers
Projector and 84” Screen
Sony PS3 & Accessories
PS3 Games (Top 5)
Xbox360 Elite & Accessories
X360 Games (Top 5)
Wii Console & Accessories
Wii Games (Top 5)
BLU-RAY MOVIES (Top 10)
7” Wifi photo Frame
Apple MacBook 13.3”
Albums (Top 20 CD or Download)
Universal Touch Screen Remote

Marque II offers ultimate convenience with its delivery and collection service wherever you may
be, whether South Kensington, Southampton or the South of France.
Marque II, probably one of the best clubs you will ever join.

lot no. 7
VIP tickets to see Viva La Diva and meet Katherine Jenkins
and Darcey Bussell
Two VIP tickets to see Viva La Diva at the O2 centre on Sunday 11th May (tomorrow night).
After the show you will be escorted to meet Katherine Jenkins and Darcey Bussell. This price also
includes a limited edition signed poster.

silent auction

Lot No.1
Signed cricket bat by the
England team
A cricket bat signed by the entire England and
West Indies teams donated by the England
and Wales Cricket Board.
Lot No. 2
Arsenal Football Club the home of the Gunners!
Signed photograph by the entire Arsenal
Football team.
Lot No. 3
Garrard Madonna pendant

any one of our worldwide hotels. SLH is
an unrivalled collection of more than 400
independent hotels offering an infinite variety
of memorable experiences in over 65 countries.
Whether you are seeking a blissful spa retreat,
the rustic charm of a country house, a secluded
beach-side villa or a sanctuary hidden amidst
the vibrant atmosphere of a bustling city
centre, with SLH you will encounter only
the very best.

Lot No. 7
Kylie Minogue

Lot No. 5
Dinner at Nobu

Keep a memory of tonight’s evening
forever with this photograph of the main
attraction taken by David Bennett, one of
the most prolific and sought after celebrity
photographers.

Enjoy Dinner at the Michelin-starred celebrity
hang-out that is Nobu.

Limited edition silver pendant designed by
Garrard for Madonna’s ‘The Confessions
Tour’.

Lot No. 6
1966 England (Team Photograph)
Hand Signed original
Photograph

Lot No. 4
Small Luxury Hotels
of The World

Personally signed by Geoff Hurst, Alan Ball,
Roger Hunt, George Cohen, Ray Wilson, Jack
Charlton, Nobby Stiles, Martin Peters and
Gordon Banks.

Small Luxury Hotels of the World (SLH) in
association with the Lowe Syndrome Trust
is delighted to donate a three night stay at

This Piece Has Been Professionally Framed
and Comes With a Full certificate of
Authenticity.

Six VIP Tickets to see Kylie Minogue to
include signed Wow CD and Showgirl two
hours show DVD.
Lot No. 8
Bryan Ferry framed
photographs
taken by David Bennett.

Lot No. 9
Barcelo Hotels – Away Break
Two night stay at any Barcelo Hotel within
the UK including breakfast. Paramount
Group of Hotels was established in 1994
and is now owned by Dawnay Shore Hotels
plc. The Paramount brand operates 20, 4-star
quality hotels across Scotland, Northern
England, Central England, Southern England
and Wales. These include the prestigous Lygon
Arms Hotel, in Broadway, the Paramount

Carlton Hotel in Edinburgh, the Paramount
Marine Hotel in Troon, the Paramount
Majestic in Harrogate and the Paramount
Oxford Hotel in Oxford.
Lot No. 10
Private Magic with Dynamo
One of the greatest street magicians working
today, Dynamo has performed for everyone
from Kanye West, Snoop Dogg and the
Raconteurs to Coldplay, Prince Charles and
Paris Hillton. Here’s your chance to have your
own private show with this master magician.
Lot No. 11
Years supply of
Deutz Champagne
Experience the high life with a years supply
(12 cases) of This award winning champagne.
Lot No. 12
Sea Scooter
Iwantoneofthose.com is the UK’s leading
online gifts and gadgets retailer. They sell a
wide selection of cool stuff including gadgets,
gifts, gizmos, lifestyle accessories, boys toys,

silent auction

experience days & adventures and all sorts of
fabulous “difficult to find” goodies, making
them the perfect present buying solution for
“hard to shop for people”.
Lot No. 13
Cobra Beer
Cobra Beer the fastest growing world beer –
one year’s supply 365 bottles!
Lot No. 14
Tottenham Hotspur Shirt
Tottenham Hotspur Shirt – personally signed
by Jimmy Greaves. This exclusive item has
been professionally framed and with a full
Certificate of Authenticity.
Lot No. 15
Sir Bob Geldof signed
photograph
Frontman for the late 70s to late 80s band,
the Boomtown Rats and initiator of the
Band Aid, Live Aid and Sports Aid concerts.
Awarded a Knighthood for his work, he has
been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize
three times.

Lot No. 16
Hanbury Manor Ware –
Champagne afternoon tea
With its fragrant walled gardens, stately
Jacobean country house and 200 acres of
Hertfordshire parkland, the historic Marriott
Hanbury Manor Hotel & Country Club
makes a lasting impression. As London’s
time honoured “Original Country Retreat”,
you’ll find the obliging service and amenities
expected from a 5-star luxury hotel.
Lot No. 17
Richmond Gate Hotel Richmond
Surrey – overnight stay for two
This former Georgian country house stands
on the crest of Richmond Hill close to the
Royal Park and Richmond Terrace with its
commanding views over the River Thames.
Lot No. 18
Paul McCartney signed book
“Blackbird Singing”
Inspired by his late wife Linda, Blackbird
Singing: Poems and Lyrics 1965-1999 gives
extraordinary access to the inner life of Paul
McCartney, one of the most influential

figures of twentieth-century culture. Whether
commenting on the strange unpredictability
of life (“Little Willow”) or the heinous folly
of nuclear weapons (“Chasing the Cherry”),
no one is more able than McCartney to use
language to soar above the selfishness and
intolerance that can bring us down.
The living legend that is Paul McCartney, bid
for this exclusive book and autograph.
Lot No. 19
Asia De Cuba £150 voucher dinner for two
Be wowed by Philippe Starck’s jaw-dropping,
contemporary interior at Asia de Cuba, in St
Martin’s Lane which is a magnet for a young,
hip crowd.
Lot No. 20
Gordon Ramsay Chefs Table

Accommodating up to six guests for lunch,
this offers a brilliant insight into the workings
of the most dynamic, fine dining kitchen in
London.
You will begin the experience with
Champagne and canapés. At the Chef ’s
Table you will have direct contact with the
Head Chef who will propose a menu based
on the day’s market produce. Then you will
experience a magnificent four course lunch for
six people at this unique location.
The Head Sommelier and his team will be
available to recommend wines to complement
each course as you may wish or simply take
your order from the extensive wine list.
While we can’t guarantee you will be able to
meet Gordon, you will receive a signed copy
of his latest book and a signed menu as a
memento of this remarkable occasion.
Minimum Reserve Price £2000

Gordon Ramsay Exclusive – Chef ’s Table for
six at Gordon Ramsay - Dine at Claridge’s
sitting in the most fascinating seat in the house

Lot No. 21
Dinner for Two at 2 Veneti

The Chef ’s Table at Gordon Ramsay at
Claridge’s is located in the heart of the kitchen
and overlooks the central ‘pass’.

The Marylebone site that used to be Eddalino
has been transformed by its two friendly new
Venetian owners into 2 Veneti, an inviting

silent auction

modern Italian with a specialist all-North Italian
wine list. The chef has stayed and now impresses
with inventive salads, perfect pasta, risotto
and classic Venetian dishes. The diners haven’t
changed either; Harley Street professionals by
day, residents and luxury hotel guests by night.
Lot No. 22
Marc Jacobs Leather Handbag
Many big designers have introduced a younger
sister to their high-end brand, the more
affordable and sometimes younger look. This
furthers the outreach of the designer and helps
establish the name. One person who has make
an empire around his name is Marc Jacobs.
Love him or hate him, Marc is an absolute
mastermind.
Marc has donated a Truffle Leather Stam Bag.
Lot No. 23
Cipriani Dinner Voucher £150
This new restaurant on Davies Street in
Mayfair is the latest addition to the Cipriani
empire, a chain of upmarket Italians that
encircles the globe like a Gucci belt. (It’s the
Pizza Express of the Jet Set.)

Lot No. 24
Signed Chelsea Football
Club shirt

Lot No. 27
Holby City signed script
signed by cast

Lot No. 31
C2 Clinic Hampstead CACI non
surgical facelift voucher £60

The Lowe Syndrome Trust is delighted to
offer a Chelsea Football Club shirt signed
by all the team members and the recently
departed Jose Mourinho. The shirt comes
with a presentation pack including a receipt of
authenticity signed by the Chief Executive of
Chelsea Football Club, Peter Kenyon.

Your chance to get your hands on the script
for the BAFTA award winning hospital drama
signed by the principle cast

Backed by over twenty years of research,
CACI is the best known system within the
beauty industry and is considered to be the
most advanced system of its kind. Indeed,
treatment results are often so dramatic that
CACI has become known as the “non surgical
face lift”

Lot No. 25
Pearl Necklace
Classic Jewels Hatton Garden - 9ct gold pearl
necklace valued at £375
Lot No. 26
Zoe Wanamaker signed script
“My Family”
Zoe Wanamaker (CBE) is BAFTA nominated
award winning actress. Most famous for her
role as Susan in the hit BBC comedy My
Family, she also had a role as Madam Hooch in
Harry Potter and the Philopher’s Stone.

Lot No. 28
Girls Aloud signed Calendar
Girls Aloud have had a record-breaking 18
consecutive top 10 singles and have had 5
platinum albums. The girls are sex symbols in
their own right and this is rare chance to get
hold of a calendar signed by all the girls.
Lot No. 29
Manchester United signed
photograph
Lot No. 30
Artagraph computer
generated Prints
The artagraph is dimensional oil on canvas,
which recreates not only the colour of the
original, but also the surface texture in every
detail. Monet and Turner

Lot No. 32
The Duchess of York, Sarah
Ferguson
The Duchess of York, a keen amateur
photographer, has kindly donated a signed
photograph of a bird study
Lot No.33
Picture of House of Lords
signed by Tony Blair
and Margaret Thatcher
Lord Greville Janner has kindly donated a
Photograph of the House of Lords signed by
both Tony Blair and Margaret Thatcher
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Lot No. 34
Lewis Hamilton Glove
Hand signed official OMP Formula One
Glove, professional framed and personally
signed by Lewis Hamilton with Certificate
of Authenticity.
Minimum Bid Price £450
Lot no. 35
Nutrichef
Bid for a one-week Nutrichef Meal Plan –
Lose weight, feel great with our delicious,
healthy breakfast, lunch and dinner delivered
direct to your door. Visit www.nutrichef.co.uk
Lot No.36
Dinner for Two at Sukia,
Sanderson Hotel
Set on the ground floor of The Sanderson Hotel,
Suka’s dramatic setting has been redesigned by
the renowned Paris-based architect and designer
India Mahdavi and encompasses the ‘hidden’
space following the Long Bar as well as the entire
Garden Terrace. Suka has a relaxed and casual
ethos, while still capturing the wit, irony and
elegance of Sanderson.

Raffle

Designer Watch Folli-Follie Bond Street.
Beautiful Black leather strap with diamond face

Erickson Beamon
Gold plates Sworovski Crystal necklace retail value £360

Year’s supply of Fiji Water

Dinner for Two at The Collection
(Set in the heart of Chelsea).The enormous former warehouse of Katherine
Hamnett became the celebrated bar and restaurant,
The Collection in 1996).

The Churchill Hotel overnight stay including two tickets for The Lion King.
Stay at the luxurious five-star Churchill Hotel situated in the heart of the West
End including two tickets to the award winning musical The Lion King at the
Lyceum Theatre.

GEMINI DREAMER
25m. Luxury charter yacht for up to 8 guests,
available for FULLY CREWED CHARTER
from MALLORCA, BALEARICS.
Contact: Stephen | 0041788076494

